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ABSTRACT

APPLYING QUANTUM ATK TO PERFORM DFT CALCULATIONS ON CADMIUM TELLURIDE (CdTe)

Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) thin film photovoltaics (PV) has demonstrated low Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE). CdTe technology also counted for half the thin film market in 2013 [3]. CdTe PV has the smallest carbon footprint and the energy payback time (less than one year) is the shortest of any current photovoltaic technology. The modules made of CdTe can also be recycled at the end of their lifetime. The attractiveness of these materials comes from their bandgap value (1.5 eV), which falls within the solar spectrum, thereby enabling the efficient creation of electron-hole pairs (or excitons) by solar photons. This has led to the research that dates back to 1950’s and is currently ongoing in many parts of the world. A simple heterojunction cell design was evolved in which p-type CdTe was matched with n-type Cadmium Sulfide (CdS) and by adding the top and bottom contacts. Today, multiple crystalline layers, of thicknesses ranging from a few nanometers (nm) to tens of micrometers (µm), are added to improve the efficiencies of the CdTe PV cells. The highest cell efficiency recorded to date is over 22%.

Different computational tools and methods are used to study these effects, with Quantum ESPRESSO and VASP being used for many years now. QuantumATK, built in 2008 by the company Atomistix and acquired by Synopsys in 2017, is a simulation tool that uses Density Functional Theory (DFT) for atomistic-scale modelling of nanostructures.

In this work, QuantumATK was used to predict the structural properties of bulk CdTe. Different exchange-correlation (XC) functionals were used to perform the calculations. Firstly, the
crystal structure of bulk CdTe was predicted using the tool. Later the properties like lattice parameter, were calculated. In addition to structural properties, the electrical properties were also predicted using different XC functionals. Also, the XC functionals that correct the bandgap obtained from the standard functionals were used to predict the bandgaps and the results were also compared to the experimental values again to see how accurately does QuantumATK predicts the electrical properties of bulk CdTe.

The LDA and GGA XC functionals, predicted the band gap for bulk CdTe with error percentages of 57% and 40 % respectively, when compared to the experimental value. The more accurate MGGA predicted the band gap with a 24% error while HSE06 (hybrid functional) predicted within 4% of experimental value. The LDA-1/2 and GGA-1/2 predicted the band gap most accurately within 2% of the compared experimental value. All the different XC functionals predicted the crystal structure correctly and the lattice parameter was within 2.2% of the experimental value.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) photovoltaics (PV)

Thin-Film CdTe is one of the prominent photovoltaic technologies, and it is important to understand scope and impact of the CdTe photovoltaics for large scale energy generation. CdTe photovoltaics uses technology that is based on the use of a thin film layer (solar cell that is made by depositing multiple layers of photovoltaic materials, of thicknesses from a few nanometers to tens of micrometers, on a glass substrate/superstrate configuration) designed to absorb and convert sunlight into electricity. CdTe the largest field with thin films in USA. There are various installations in USA like one field in New Mexico, that generates 50 MW, other fields in California, Arizona etc. Today, we have more than 17 GW of installed CdTe around the world with most of the power being generated in USA.
CdTe PV is the only thin film technology with lower costs than conventional solar cells made of crystalline silicon [1][2][3]. The price of electricity using CdTe have come down to below 4 C/kWh. Also, CdTe has arguably the lowest production cost per watt and compete to energy generations using fossil fuels. In general, thin films have inherent advantages in manufacturing, as they can be manufactured in large areas with high speeds of fabrication. Power Consumption and materials usage during fabrication is less for thin film deposition (order of 2 g/m²). For higher band gap CdTe, the decrease in power generation at higher operating temperature is less [4]. In research, CdTe technology have achieved Cell-level efficiency over 22% and full-sized panels efficiency around 18.6 %.

Figure 1.2: CdTe PV installations around the world (Image reproduced with permission from Dr. Sampath’s CdTe lecture)
Figure 1.3: Conversion efficiencies of best solar cells worldwide for various PV technologies since 1976 (National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Golden, Co [5])

Figure 1.4: Superstrate Geometry (Image taken with permission from Dr. Sampath’s Thin Film PV lecture [4])

Figure 1.5: Interfaces of CdTe PV (Image reproduced with permission from Dr. Amit’s CdTe lecture)
CdTe being thin film semiconductors, are polycrystalline in nature i.e. within the material there are very small crystallites about a micron and in between the crystallites are grain boundaries. Also, different PV materials are deposited on to CdTe forming a multilayer superstrate configuration. When we put all the layers together, we inherently have several interfaces. Studying the interfaces where one material must match with other is been in research focus for many years now. Computational modelling is a very useful tool in order to study these interfaces and different computational methods are being used across the globe today.

1.2 Density Functional Theory (DFT)

Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a computational method and it is effective for studying molecules, nanostructures, solids, surfaces and interfaces, by directly solving approximate versions of Schrödinger equation. We can use DFT to investigate the electronic structure (structural properties) and electronic properties of many-body systems particularly atoms, molecules and condensed phases by using electron density (spatially dependent) as a functional, hence justifying the name Density Functional Theory. DFT calculations, using ab initio methods from first principles, allow the prediction and calculation of material behavior based on quantum mechanical considerations, without requiring higher order parameters such as fundamental material properties.

1.2.1 Evolution of DFT over time

DFT was first put on firm theoretical footing by Walter Kohn and Pierre Hohenberg in the framework of the two Hohenberg-Kohn theorems in 1964 that will be discussed later in this report.
However, DFT was not considered accurate enough for calculations in quantum chemistry until 1980’s, when the different approximations to calculate the Coulombic interactions were introduced and greatly refined over the years to better model the exchange and correlation interactions. One well known difficulty met by DFT calculations was the underestimating of the band gap of the materials (especially semiconductors and insulators). In 1991 Hubbard-corrected density functional theory and DFT-1/2 corrections were developed to obtain accurate band gaps in many materials including semiconductors. The algorithms, either for finding a way to separate core electrons from valence electrons, or to perform calculations for larger systems, i.e. hundreds to thousands of atoms were studied from 1966, when Phillips and Kleinman described that the electrons considered in solids is restricted to the valence electrons, which was achieved by replacing the nuclear potentials by ionic pseudopotentials. In 1979 Ionic pseudopotentials were directly incorporated within DFT, which led to first principle calculations without the core electrons, making them much faster than the earlier calculations. In 1989, algorithms to improve the studies for large systems were introduced by using linear algebra techniques in order to solve Kohn-Sham equations more efficiently. Later in early 1990’s, soft pseudopotentials, projected-augmented wave and Linear-scaling DFT calculations were introduced and developed to make the computations for very large systems both cost effective and faster. Even today, relentless work and studies are going on around the world, to making DFT computations more practical and advanced [6].
1.2.2 Significance of DFT

DFT is an enabling technology for materials modelling. The DFT equations establish a most natural link between elementary quantum mechanics and materials science. The possibility of making direct and quantitative comparisons is a distinctive strength of DFT, showing that it is simple and reliable. Introducing standardized software like Quantum Espresso, VASP, Quantum ATK etc. has increased the popularity of DFT. Today, DFT software and methods are developed, used and tested by a global community. The very large size of the community is also responsible for the fast prototyping and uptake of new advances in the field. It is a wrong impression that DFT is free of shortcomings. In fact, DFT do not work for every material or every property. For instance, van der Waals binding of molecules is not described correctly, the optical absorption spectra are red-shifted, and transition metal oxides are sometimes incorrectly predicted to be metallic. Even though it fails in describing certain properties, DFT represents a reasonable starting point for more sophisticated calculations. It is often the case that, while plain DFT provides incorrect answers, some post-DFT corrections can be used in order to restore its predictive power [6][7][8][9].

1.3 Motivation

CdTe being one of the prominent photovoltaic and having a bright future it is important to understand the scope and impact of it. Over the years many researchers have been working on improving the efficiencies of the CdTe cells and eventually the full panel efficiencies. Today First solar has reached a record efficiency of 22.6% in their CdTe cells. In order to increase the efficiencies further it is important to study structural properties and electronic properties of CdTe.
Since CdTe is a multi-layer PV technology it is important to study the surfaces and interfaces of the material. With growing computational methods this is an interesting topic to focus on.

With DFT being more popular method for material modelling, the research focus would be to understand different interface properties of CdTe using DFT computations. Also, many computational tools use DFT to perform calculations. Quantum ATK is one such tool that is more popular and has high power computation skills with low costs and a friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI). Before we can use Quantum ATK for high level computing like interfaces, the interest was to see how it predicts the properties of bulk CdTe structure. This thesis presents the results of structural and electronic properties of bulk CdTe using Quantum ATK. The results of the test were analyzed, and conclusions were provided with the intent of assisting further calculations involving more complex interfacial properties while constructing an energy band alignment diagram.

1.4 Literature Review

1.4.1 Schrödinger Equation

In our introduction to DFT we stated, “DFT is effective for studying molecules, nanostructures, solids, surfaces and interfaces, by directly solving approximate versions of Schrödinger equation”. What exactly is the Schrödinger equation? According to quantum mechanics all particles in the universe are described by what is called a wavefunction and these quantum wave functions are described by Schrödinger equation. In comparison with the classical mechanics, like Force = Mass X acceleration (Newton’s second law of motion) describes the nature
of classical particles (position and momentum), the Schrödinger equation describes the nature of quantum mechanical particles. Schrödinger equation for a one particle system, can be written as,

$$-\left(\frac{\hbar^2}{2m}\right) \nabla^2 \Psi + V\Psi = E \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The term $\Psi$ in the equation above describes the wavefunction of the quantum mechanical particles (electrons). Unlike classical particles, at a given point in time both the position and momentum of electron cannot be calculated, this is called Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. However, it is likely to calculate the probability of finding an electron (\(|\Psi(r, t)|^2\)) in a space at a given point in time. The probability of every possible observation is determined by the wavefunction, but prior to observation, the wavefunction changes and evolves in a completely deterministic manner [13][15][20][21]. This deterministic way in which the wavefunction behaves is what the Schrödinger equation describes. At each point in space and time, the wavefunction is a complex number with real component and an imaginary component. $\frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial x}$ indicates how much the wavefunction changes as $x$ increases by a small amount. As we move along the $x$ axis, the changes to the $\frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial x}$ are represented by $\frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial x^2}$. At each point in space, the wavefunction changes in all three dimensions and the changes along all three dimensions can be represented as sum of three complex numbers given by $\nabla^2 \Psi = \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial z^2}$ [12]. In order to understand the behavior of quantum particles, we need to determine the corresponding wavefunction $\Psi(r)$ for every point $r = xu_x + yu_y + zu_z$ in space by solving Schrödinger equation. Here $u_x, u_y, u_z$ indicates the unit vectors along cartesian axes.

Charged particles (electrons and nuclei) exerts forces on one another and these can be termed as coulombic interactions. These coulombic interaction between electrons and nuclei is
given by a potential energy term $V$ in the equation (1). The kinetic energy of the particles is given by the first term in equation (1). The right-hand side of the equation corresponds to total energy. It is good starting point to restrict the discussion to stationary electronic states by which we need to consider the time-independent Schrödinger equation. So, the time-independent Schrödinger equation takes the form:

$$(\text{Kinetic Energy} + \text{Potential Energy})\Psi(r) = E\Psi(r) \quad (2)$$

$E$, is the energy eigenvalue for the stationary state described by the wavefunction $\Psi$. The probability of finding the electron at the point $r$ is $|\Psi(r)|^2$. When we discuss many electrons and many nuclei, we need to define a many body wavefunction, which depends on positions of each electron and each nucleus in the system. For $N$ electrons and $M$ nuclei,

$$\Psi = \Psi(r_1, r_2, ..., r_N; R_1, R_2, ..., R_M) \quad (3)$$

$|\Psi(r_1, r_2, ..., r_N; R_1, R_2, ..., R_M)|^2$ represents the probability of simultaneously finding electron number 1 at point $r_1$, electron number 2 at $r_2$ and so forth. The probability of finding any electron at position $r$, can be represented by electron density $n(r)$. It can be represented as [6],

$$n(r) = 2\Sigma_i \Psi_i^*(r)\Psi_i(r) \quad (4)$$

Here, the summation goes over all the individual electron wavefunctions that are occupied by the electrons (1 to N). The term inside the summation is the probability that an electron in individual wavefunction $\Psi_i(r)$ is located at position $r$. The factor of 2 appears because electrons have spin and the Pauli Exclusion Principle states that each individual electron wavefunction can be occupied by two separate electrons provided they have different spins [14][18][19][20].
We have seen from equation (2) the Schrödinger equation represents the total energy of the many body system as sum of kinetic energies of electrons and nuclei and Coulombic potential energies that are determined from Coulombic repulsions between pairs of electrons and pairs of nuclei and also from the Coulombic attractions between electrons and nuclei. We use Hartree atomic units to represent the Schrödinger equation in a simple way. Therefore, the many body Schrödinger equation can be written as:

\[
\left[ -\sum_i \left( \frac{\nabla_i^2}{2} \right) - \sum_I \left( \frac{\nabla_I^2}{2M_I} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{I\neq j} \frac{Z_I Z_J}{|r_I - r_J|} - \sum_{i,I} \frac{Z_I}{|r_i - R_I|} \right] \Psi = E_{\text{total}} \Psi \quad (5)
\]

1.4.2 Approximations to Schrödinger Equation

When we solve the equation (5) to find the eigenstate with the lowest energy, which is called the ground state of the system, with which we can calculate many equilibrium properties of materials. However, the difficulty lies in solving such a complex equation. In the simplest systems (with a few electrons) to find the solution to equation (5) is very challenging, and in most cases, it is still practically impossible. One possible way to solve the equation would be to discretize the space into the uniform mesh of points by which we can transform the problem into a linear system by using finite differences for the derivatives. Let us take an example of the unit cell of Carbon (C) crystal. The volume of unit cell of carbon in diamond structure is \((a^3/4)\) with \(a=3.57 \text{ Å}\). If the unit cell is discretized such that the points are spaced by \(\Delta x = 0.1 \text{ Å}\), then such a grid would have consisted of \(N_p = (a^3/4)/(\Delta x^3)\) which is \(\approx 11,500\) points. Considering a diatomic carbon molecule, each carbon atom has four valence electrons, and two nuclei, i.e. \(N + M= 8+2=10\), the complete specification of a quantum state requires \((N_p)^{N+M} \approx 4 \times 10^{40}\) complex numbers.
Performing matrix operations of this size is not possible. The complexity of equation (5) increases exponentially with the size of the system.

In order to solve this complex equation certain approximations are made to simplify the equation. If observed carefully we can see that most of the troubles in the study of materials from first principles arise the Coulomb repulsions between electrons. Hence, following assumptions are made to the many body Schrödinger equation [6].

1.4.2.1 Clamped Nuclei Approximation

It is used to separate the quantum mechanical motion of the electrons from the motion of the nuclei, using the fact that mass of nuclei is of higher orders compared to that of electrons. This approximation is also called as Born-Oppenheimer approximation. While in study of liquids and gases the nuclei can travel long distances, when we study solids surfaces, the nuclei typically remain very close to each other. Therefore, as a starting point, we can assume that the nuclei are held immobile i.e. they are clamped [29]. Since, the mass of nuclei is too heavy, and they are clamped we can set $M_I = \infty$ in equation (5) and the Coulomb repulsion between the nuclei is constant. We can now define:

$$E = E_{total} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{I \neq J} \frac{Z_I Z_J}{|R_I - R_J|}$$

Allo, we can consider the nuclear coordinates, $R_I$, as external parameters and $\Psi$ as a function of the electron coordinates [30][31][32]. Therefore, $\Psi = \Psi(r_1, r_2, ..., r_N)$. The Coulomb potential of the nuclei experienced by the electrons:

$$V_{n}(r) = -\sum_{I} \frac{Z_I}{|r - R_I|}$$
From equation (6) and (7) we can rewrite the equation as:

\[
\left[-\sum_i \left(\frac{\nabla^2_i}{2}\right) + \sum_i V_n(\eta_i) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \neq j} \frac{1}{|r_i - r_j|}\right] \Psi = E \Psi
\]  (8)

This is the fundamental equation of electron structure theory [6].

The left-hand side of the equation (8) can be represented as:

\[
\hat{H}(r_1, r_2, ..., r_N) = -\sum_i \left(\frac{\nabla^2_i}{2}\right) + \sum_i V_n(\eta_i) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \neq j} \frac{1}{|r_i - r_j|}
\]  (9)

Where \(\hat{H}\) is called the many electron Hamiltonian. So, the many body Schrödinger equation can simply be written as:

\[
\hat{H}\Psi = E\Psi
\]  (10)

1.4.2.2 Independent Electron Approximation

In this approximation we do not consider electron-electron interaction in a crystal i.e. the Coulomb repulsions are not included. Since, this is the only possible form of interactions between electrons, if it were absent then the electron would not see each other. So, we can say the electrons are independent. We use this approach because, firstly, we are not aware of the wavefunctions of every electron, secondly, the potential due to electron-electron interactions is not periodic and finally, we need to consider the dynamics of all the electrons at once which is a complex process [24][27]. Hence, it is natural to define single electron Hamiltonian:

\[
\hat{H}_0(r) = -\frac{1}{2} \nabla^2 + V_n(r)
\]  (11)
And the Schrödinger equation within the independent electron approximation becomes:

$$\Sigma_i \hat{H}_0(r_i)\Psi = E\Psi$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The wave function can be written as:

$$\Psi(r_1, r_2, ..., r_N) = \phi_1(r_1)\phi_2(r_2) ... \phi_N(r_N)$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Where, $$\phi_i(r_i)$$ is the wavefunction of individual electrons. The probability of finding the many electrons simultaneously is given by $$|\Psi(r_1, r_2, ..., r_N)|^2$$, it can be determined by the product of the individual probabilities $$|\phi_i(r_i)|^2$$. If the wavefunctions, $$\phi_i$$, were considered the solutions for the single-electron Schrödinger equations, then

$$\Sigma_i \hat{H}_0(r_i)\phi(r_i) = \Sigma \epsilon_i \phi(r_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

With $$\epsilon_1$$ the smallest eigenvalue and $$\epsilon_1 < \epsilon_2 < \cdots \epsilon_N$$. Since, the single electron Hamiltonian in equation (14) acts one individual wavefunction, the resulting energy can be written as:

$$E = \epsilon_1 + \epsilon_2 + \cdots \epsilon_N$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

This implies that, in the independent electron approximation, the lowest electron configuration of the system is obtained when we fill the lowest-energy eigenstates of the single-particle equation with one electron in each state, starting from the lowest eigenvalue.

However, the independent electron approximation carries a drawback. That is the Coulomb term eliminated is actually of the same magnitude as the other terms, and therefore it cannot be ignored. So, we make the following approximations to bring back the interactions between the electrons.
1.4.2.3 Mean-Field Approximation

Ignoring the Coulomb repulsions between the electrons is drastic and at the same time convenient for practical calculations. It will be useful if we can maintain the single particle description and take the Coulomb repulsions into consideration.

We know, in classical electrostatics, the distribution of electronic charge \( n(r) \), will generate an electrostatic potential \( \varphi(r) \) through Poisson’s equation.

\[
\nabla^2 \varphi(r) = 4\pi n(r) \tag{16}
\]

The electrons immersed in electrostatic potential have a potential energy \( V_H(r) = -\varphi(r) \) (since we are using Hartree atomic units). This potential energy is called Hartree potential and it satisfies Poisson’s equation.

\[
\nabla^2 V_H(r) = -4\pi n(r) \tag{17}
\]

Taking Pauli’s exclusion principle, when the electrons have different spin, we use the wavefunctions such that they have opposite signs. We can build a Slater determinant from which we can calculate the charge density of electrons as:

\[
n(r) = \sum_i |\phi_i(r)|^2 \tag{18}
\]

Since, every electron in the system experiences the Hartree potential, we can write:

\[
\left[-\frac{\nabla^2}{2} + V_n(r) + V_H(r)\right] \phi_i(r) = \epsilon_i \phi_i(r) \tag{19}
\]

\( V_H \) is the average potential experienced by each electron, and hence this approach is called mean-field approximation and the idea of this theory is to replace all interactions of all electrons
with an average field. The equations (17), (18), (19) should be solved simultaneously using iterations.

The approximations used so far will simplify our initial task of solving many body Schrodinger equation, since one differential equation in 3N dimensions has been replaced by N three-dimensional equations. This reduces the number of ways of describing the wavefunctions significantly. However, the mean-field approximation would be great if the electrons were classical particles and this approximation is not accurate for quantitative study of materials at atomic scale. In order to be quantitative we need to consider the exchange and correlation potentials of electronic interactions.

1.4.3 Hartree-Fock Equations

The Hartree-Fock equations are determined by assuming that, the interactions of electrons can be solved using a Slater determinant (derived using Pauli’s exclusion principle). The lowest energy $E$, of the quantum state $\psi$ can be obtained by:

$$E = \int dr_1 dr_2 \ldots dr_N \psi^* \hat{H} \psi$$

We can represent equation (20) using Dirac notation, $E = \langle \psi | \hat{H} | \psi \rangle$.

If we minimize the energy $E$ with respect to variations of functions $\phi_i(r)$ in the Slater determinant and requires that these functions are orthonormal. Then we obtain the Hartree-Fock equations from the functions [36][40].

$$\int dr \; \phi_i^*(r) \phi_j(r) = \delta_{ij}$$
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Where \( \delta_{ij} \) is the Kronecker delta which is equal to 1 when \( i = j \) and equal to 0 when \( i \neq j \).

\[
\left[ -\frac{\nabla^2}{2} + V_n(r) + V_H(r) \right] \phi_i(r) + \int d r' V_X(r, r') \phi_i(r') = \varepsilon_i \phi_i(r) \tag{22}
\]

\[
V_X(r, r') = -\sum_j \left( \frac{\phi_j'(r')\phi_j(r)}{|r-r'|} \right) \tag{23}
\]

The sum runs over the occupied single particle states. By using Hartree-Fock equations we moved from classical electrons in the mean-field approximation to quantum electrons. \( V_X \) is the non-local potential because its evaluation involves the integration over the additional variable \( r' \) and complicates the solution for Hartree-Fock equations. Potential \( V_X \) arises precisely from Pauli’s exclusion principle and prevents two electrons from occupying the same quantum state and is called Fock exchange potential. It introduces the exchange interactions of the electrons into the independent electron approximated Schrödinger equation [37][38].

The only remaining element to be considered is the correlation between electrons. Correlation describes how the probability of finding an electron at a point \( r \) is affected in the presence of another electron close to that point \( r \). We will introduce the correlation term when we discuss about Kohn-Sham equations later in this report.

1.4.4 Hohenberg and Kohn Theorems

Hohenberg-Kohn theorems relate to any system consisting of electrons moving under the influence of the external potential \( V_{ext}(r) \). The many body Schrödinger equation determined from various approximations in previous sections have electrons moving under the influence of nuclei that are clamped. The structure of Hamiltonian in equation (20) is independent of material under
consideration, therefore any change in E must be associated with changes in the many body wavefunctions \( \Psi \). We can say that Energy is functional of \( \Psi \) i.e. \( E = F(\Psi) \), when E is the energy of excited states [41].

First Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, states that “If E is the lowest possible energy of the system i.e. the energy of the ground state, then E is a unique functional of Electron density”:

\[
E = F[n(r)] \tag{24}
\]

The consequence of the above statement is that in order to calculate the total energy E in the ground state, electron density is the only required quantity. The proof of the statement is based on three premises,

1.) The external potential of the nuclei \( V_n \) is uniquely determined by the electron density in the ground state.

2.) This external potential determines uniquely the many electron wavefunction \( \Psi \), in any quantum state.

3.) In any quantum state the total energy E, is a functional of many body wavefunction \( \Psi \).

By combining three premises we can say that, in ground state, the density uniquely determines the total energy: \( n \rightarrow V_n \rightarrow \Psi \rightarrow E \). The third premise simply reinstate equation (20) and the second premise means that if we change the positions of nuclei, we will obtain different many body wavefunction. In order to prove first premise, we assume that the same ground state electron density can be obtained from two different external potentials. If we can show our assumption leads to contradiction, then we can say the first premise is valid. To do that the kinetic energy and potential energy terms are introduced.
\[\hat{T} = -\sum_i \frac{1}{2} \nabla_i^2, \quad \hat{W} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \neq j} \left( \frac{1}{|r_i - r_j|} \right)\] 

(25)

Using this we can write the total energy notation as follows:

\[E = \int dr \: n(r)V_n(r) + \langle \psi | \hat{T} + \hat{W} | \psi \rangle\] 

(26)

Now, let us assume that \(\Psi\) is the ground state wavefunction for the potential \(V_n\), with Energy \(E\) and density \(n\) [36]. If there exist another external potential \(V'_n \neq V_n\), which generates the same density \(n\). \(\hat{H}'\), \(\Psi'\) & \(E'\) are the Hamiltonian, ground state wavefunction and the ground state energy corresponding to the new potential. Since, \(\Psi\) is not the ground state of the \(V'_n\) we can write:

\[E' < \int dr \: n(r)V'_n(r) + \langle \psi | \hat{T} + \hat{W} | \psi \rangle\] 

(27)

Combining equations (26) and (27):

\[E - E' > \int dr \: n(r)[V_n(r) - V'_n(r)] \quad \text{or}\]

\[E' - E > \int dr \: n(r)[V'_n(r) - V_n(r)]\]

Since we did not make any assumptions for external potentials. As a result, adding up the last two equations obtain, 0 > 0. This is a contradiction and our assumption that the two different potentials give same ground state density is false. This proves that the first premise stated above is valid for the ground state energy.

The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states that “The ground state energy can be obtained variationally: the density that minimizes the total energy is the exact ground state density”. This property is called Hohenberg-Kohn variational principle [39]. Although, these Hohenberg-Kohn theorems do not offer a way of computing the ground state density of a system, they play crucial
role in formulating Kohn-Sham equations that are useful for deriving simple method for carrying DFT calculations.

1.4.5 Kohn-Sham Equations

In 1965 Kohn and Sham took the total energy in the independent electron approximation as the combination of kinetic and Coulomb energy of independent electrons and the exchange and correlation energy that accounts for all the difference. The kinetic energy term in the Kohn-Sham equation is non-interacting kinetic energy because if density is written as the product of orbital densities then the kinetic energy will be the sum of all the one electron kinetic energies associated with those orbitals. The Coulomb energy of electrons can be written as sum of the external potential acting on each electron (potential by nuclei), the Hartree energy due to the presence of the average field created by all electrons acting on one electron and the term that accounts for all the exchange and correlation energy between the electrons. Hence, the Kohn-Sham equation can be represented as:

\[
E = F[n] = \int d\mathbf{r} n(\mathbf{r}) V_n(\mathbf{r}) - \sum_i \int d\mathbf{r} \phi_i^* (\mathbf{r}) \nabla^2 \phi_i (\mathbf{r}) + \frac{1}{2} \iint d\mathbf{r} d\mathbf{r}' \left( \frac{n(\mathbf{r})n(\mathbf{r}')}{|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|} \right) + E_{xc}[n] \tag{28}
\]

It simply means that all the unknown parts of electron-electron interactions are consider under on term called exchange and corrolational. The exchange and correlational energies are needed to be calculated to find the total energy of the system in the ground state, \( E = F[n] \). Since all the terms in equation (28) depends on electron density, therefore it is required to calculate the electron density in order to solve the equation.
According to Hohenberg-Kohn variational principle, the ground state electron density, $n_0$, is precisely the function that minimizes the total energy, $E = F[n]$ and can be expressed as:

$$\frac{\delta F[n]}{\delta n} \bigg|_{n_0} = 0$$

(29)

This is analogous to the variational principle that is used to write Hartree-Fock equations.

The functional derivative which is equal to zero leads to an equation for the wavefunctions, $\phi_i(r)$ (from Hartree-Fock equations). These wavefunctions can be used to construct the density. Since, we require these wavefunctions to be orthonormal. Using this, the Hohenberg-Kohn variational principle leads to:

$$\left[-\frac{1}{2} \nabla^2 + V_n(r) + V_H(r) + V_{xc}(r)\right] \phi_i(r) = \varepsilon_i \phi_i(r)$$

(30)

The term $V_{xc}$ is given by:

$$V_{xc}(r) = \frac{\delta E_{xc}[n]}{\delta n} \bigg|_{n(r)}$$

(31)

$V_{xc}(r)$ is called the Exchange and correlational potential. The set of equations given in equation (30) are called Kohn-Sham equations. These equations are very powerful in calculating many properties of materials.

1.4.6 Exchange and Correlation Functionals

The Kohn-Sham method is an established quantum theory based on electron density and an exchange-correlation functional. It is therefore difficult to assess the reliability of the Kohn-Sham method without considering the appropriate exchange-correlation functional. The practical
usefulness of ground state DFT depends entirely on whether approximations for the functional $E_{xc}[n]$ could be found, which are sufficiently simple and accurate. Since, the introduction of Kohn-Sham a great lot work has been put into constructing accurate exchange-correlation functionals. $E_{xc}[n]$ in order to solve the Kohn-Sham equation. The $E_{xc}[n]$ is the only part that is approximated in the Kohn-Sham equation. A variety of exchange-correlation functionals are thus far been developed based on different physical models, out of which the more popular ones are discussed in this report.

1.4.6.1 Local Density Approximation (LDA)

LDA is the simplest approximation that is a functional of local density $n(r)$. The general form for exchange and correlation energy using LDA is given as [33]:

$$E_{xc}^{LDA}[n] = \int n(r) \epsilon_{xc}^{LDA}(n(r))dr$$  \hspace{1cm} (32)

We can study the homogeneous electron gas system in order to construct LDA. For the homogenous electron gas the exact exchange energy can be calculated. However, the correlation term is determined by numerical terms. We can apply the exchange energy and correlation energy of homogenous electron gas model to the real system by considering the regions where the density is slowly varying (in the real system).
Each volume element (I, II, III and so on) can be assumed as a homogenous electron gas system with local density \( n(r) \) at point \( r \). The sum of exchange energies of each small volume homogenous electron gas gives the exchange energy of that small volume elements. The exchange and correlation energy of entire system is obtained by adding all the infinitesimal volume elements. The exchange term is given by:

\[
E_{x}^{\text{LDA}} = -\frac{3}{4} \left( \frac{3}{\pi} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}} \int_{V} n^4 (r) dr
\]  

(33)

In contrast there is no simple analytical expression for correlation energy between electrons for neither an electron gas model nor for a real system. Various numerical expressions for correlation energy for real systems were constructed over years and the most common among those is Perdew and Wang (PW) (Perdew and Wang et al. 1992), which uses Wigner-Seitz radius for convenience.
\[ E_{c}^{PW-LDA[n]} = -2a \int d^3r n(1 - \alpha r_s) \ln \left( 1 + \frac{1}{2a \left( \beta_1 r_s^2 + \beta_2 r_s^3 + \beta_3 r_s^2 + \beta_4 r_s^2 \right)} \right) \quad (34) \]

Where, \( a = 0.031097 \), \( \alpha = 0.21370 \), \( \beta_1 = 7.5957 \), \( \beta_2 = 3.5876 \), \( \beta_3 = 1.6382 \), and \( \beta_4 = 0.49294 \) [49][51][52].

1.4.6.2 Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA)

GGA functional are a class of semi-local approximations for the exchange-correlation energy, where the functional depends on both the local electron density value and the local gradient of it. The general expression for GGA is:

\[ E^{GGA[n]} = \int n(r) \varepsilon^{GGA}(n(r), \nabla n(r)) dr \quad (35) \]

GGA exchange functionals are characterized by their differences in the region of low electron density and/or high-density gradient. This difference is attributed to the lack of fundamental physical conditions for exchange energy in the low density/high density gradient region, in contrast to the exact local density and the generalized gradient approximation limits of exchange energy, which control the high density/low density gradient regions. Since this indicates that the exchange energy in the low density/high density gradient region is restricted by no fundamental physical condition, the exchange functional forms in these regions have been determined to improve the reproducibility’s of properties [50]. The common GGA exchange energy term and correlation energy term are given by Perdew (PBE) in 1996:
\[ E_x = -\frac{1}{2} \Sigma \sigma \int n(r)^4 K_\sigma d^3 r \quad (36) \]

Where \( K_\sigma \) is a dimensionless coefficient and is expressed using \( x_\sigma \), which is a dimensionless parameter. \( x_\sigma \), is defined as [50],

\[ x_\sigma = \frac{|\nabla n_\sigma|}{\frac{n_\sigma^2}{n_\sigma^4}} \quad (37) \]

The Correlation Energy term [50];

\[ E_c^{PBE}[n, \zeta, t] = E_c^{PW-LDA[n]} + \int d^3 r \; nH[n, \zeta, t] \quad (38) \]

Where,

\[ \zeta = \frac{n_\alpha - n_\beta}{n_\alpha + n_\beta} \quad (39) \]

1.4.6.3 Meta-GGA (MGGA)

The MGGA functional improves the GGA approximation by additionally depending on one or both, Laplacian of the density and the kinetic energy density.

Laplacian density term, \( \nabla^2 n(r) \) and kinetic energy term, \( \frac{1}{2} \Sigma \alpha |\nabla \psi_\alpha(r)|^2 \).

The term, meta-GGA functional first appeared in the PKZB meta-GGA exchange-correlation functional (Perdew et al.1999). The PKZB exchange functional intends to enhance the PBE-GGA functional using the kinetic energy density based on the fundamental conditions extended to the density Laplacian. The PKZB correlation functional removes the self-interaction error of the PBE-GGA correlational functional to reproduce the one-electron self-correlation energy. This makes it possible not only to produce more accurate exchange-correlation energies but also to estimate the contribution of the kinetic energy terms. The SCAN functional used in
the calculations has the above properties and is more computationally feasible. There are other meta-GGA exchange correlation functionals which take higher calculation times due to the semi-empirical parameters used in those functionals [50].

1.4.6.4 Hybrid Functionals

Hybrid functionals mix the Hartree–Fock exchange integral with GGA exchange functionals at a constant ratio, which makes the Kohn–Sham energies of the independent electron model link to those of the fully interacting electron one. That is, hybrid functionals are constructed by connecting exchange functionals, which are assumed as the exchange energies of the independent electron systems, to the Hartree–Fock exchange integral, which are taken as the exchange energies for the fully interacting systems.

The HSE hybrid functional extends the PBE exchange correlational functional by mixing the Hartree-Fock exchange integral only for the short-range part. The Lack of long-range exchange interactions is one of the major problems of GGA exchange functionals. However, the long-range correction for GGA exchange functionals yields much larger high occupied molecular orbitals (lower energy)–lower unoccupied molecular orbitals (higher energy) gaps for semiconductors than the corresponding experimental band gaps. Since, in HSE functional, only short range part of Hartree-Fock exchange integral is mixed in the GGA exchange functionals high occupied molecular orbitals–lower unoccupied molecular orbitals gaps calculated approaches the experimental band gaps in semiconductors and should be calculated intrinsically in excited state calculations such as time dependent Kohn-Sham calculations. HSE functional is represented as:
\[ E_{xc}^{HSE} = aE_{x}^{SR-HF} + (1 - a)E_{x}^{PBE} + E_{c}^{PBE} \] (40)

Where \( E_{x}^{SR-HF} \) is the short-range part of the Hartree-Fock exchange integral and \( a = \frac{1}{4} \) [50]. The hybrid functionals are computationally demanding, which prohibits their application to large system of atoms.

1.4.6.5 DFT-1/2 Correction to Exchange and Correlation Functionals

In extended systems, DFT-1/2, a semi-empirical approach, is used to correct the self-interacting error in local and semi-local exchange correlation density functionals. DFT-1/2 is often denoted as LDA-1/2 and GGA-1/2. This approach helps in improvement of the description of conduction band energy levels and band gaps. However, this method is not suitable for the calculations such as geometry optimization, that rely on the total energy and forces.

Slater half-occupation technique which describes a self-consistent calculation with half an electron removed from the system and taking the eigen value of the half-filled state as an estimate for the ionization energy. Its formalization was made through Janak’s theorem [38] which is,

\[ \frac{\partial E}{\partial f_{\alpha}} = e_{\alpha}(f_{\alpha}) \] (41)

Where \( E \) is the total energy of the system and \( f_{\alpha} \) is a function of the occupation of the one-particle Kohn and Sham state \( \alpha \). The Janak theorem refers to the derivative of the total energy with respect to the occupation, which equals the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue. DFT-1/2 method makes use of the theoretical insights from the half-occupation scheme and Janak’s theorem to tackle the fundamental problem of the self-interaction energy. The derivation of LDA-1/2 functional using Slater half-occupation technique is elaborately explained in reference [51]. The results show that
LDA-1/2, using Self-Interaction Correction (SIC), corrects the DFT self-interacting error by defining an atomic self-energy potential that cancels the electron-hole self-interaction energy. This potential is calculated for local atomic sites in the system and is defined as the difference between the potential of the neutral atom and that of a charged ion resulting from the removal of a fraction of its charge, between 0 and 1 electrons. The total self-energy potential is the sum of these atomic potentials [23]. The addition of the DFT-1/2 self-energy potential to the DFT Hamiltonian has been found to greatly improve band gaps for a wide range of semiconductors. The half-ion technique is described in detail in [54], was used to calculate the total energies using both the LDA and GGA exchange correlation functionals. However, the fractional charge $f_\alpha$ removed from the neutral atom and the radius (cutoff radius $r_{\text{cut}}$) beyond which the atomic self-energy potential is trimmed must be fixed. $r_{\text{cut}}$ can be fixed variationally, by selecting the value which maximizes the band gap. $f_\alpha$ is treated as empirical parameter and is varied by comparison with experiment. The results show that LDA-1/2 and GGA-1/2 functionals increases the band gaps in semiconductors compared to the LDA and GGA (local and semi-local) exchange correlation functionals which underestimate the band gaps heavily. Also, these functionals leads to computational efforts that are not more than standard LDA or GGA.

1.4.7 Self-Consistence Field (SCF)

The practical usefulness of ground-state DFT depends entirely on using the exchange correlation energy functionals, that includes all many body principle effects, which are at the same time sufficiently simple and accurate. Considering a right exchange correlation energy functional is used, we can calculate the exact exchange correlation potential. The next step would be solving
the single particle Schrödinger equation defined by Kohn-Sham equations. The Kohn-Sham
equations (from equation (30)) are rewritten below [6].

\[
\left[-\frac{1}{2} \nabla^2 + V_{\text{total}}(r) \right] \phi_i(r) = \varepsilon_i \phi_i(r)
\]

\[V_{\text{total}}(r) = V_n(r) + V_H(r) + V_{xc}(r)\] (42)

The standard single point Schrödinger equation can be solved as standard eigenvalue
problem. In order to determine the eigenfunctions, \(\phi_i(r)\), and the eigenvalues \(\varepsilon_i\). We need to know
the total potential in equation (42). The \(V_H(r), V_{xc}(r)\), depend on the density, \(n\). The density is
again dependent on unknown eigenfunctions \(\phi_i(r)\), i.e. each solution \(\phi_i\) is depends implicitly on
all other solutions \(\phi_j\), describing the occupied electronic states. This means that all the solution
must be determines in a self-consistent method. Self-consistency means that, if we insert the
solutions \(\phi_i\), in electron density equation, the calculated density is used to determine the
corresponding total potential in equation (42) and solve the Schrödinger equation, then we find the
same function \(\phi_i\) from which we started.

To solve the Kohn-Sham equations, we first specify the nuclear coordinates in order to
obtain the nuclear potential \(V_n(r)\). Now an assumed value for electron density is used to determine
approximate Hartree and exchange and correlation potentials, \(V_H(r)\) & \(V_{xc}(r)\) respectively. The
simple and useful guess for the electron density will be to add the densities of completely isolated
atoms, corresponding to the position of them in the material under consideration. With the
\(V_n(r), V_H(r)\) & \(V_{xc}(r)\) calculated, we can determine the numerical solution of the Kohn-Sham
equations. This can be done for example discretizing the space into a mesh of points and
representing a Laplace operator using finite difference formulas. By solving the Koh-Sham,
equations we obtain the new wavefunctions \(\phi_i\), which can be used to construct a better estimate of
density and the total potential. These iterations continue till the new density matches the old density within an acceptable tolerance. Once, we calculate the electron density in ground state, \( n(r) \), it is possible to calculate the total energy \( E \) of the system, as it is functional of ground state electron density (equation (28)). This self-consistent method is illustrated in figure 7. Hence DFT is called Self Consistent Field (SCF).

**Figure 1.7: Schematic flow diagram for finding the self-consistent solutions for Kohn-Sham equations**
1.4.8 Pseudopotentials

Pseudopotentials or effective potentials are used to describe the complex systems in a simplified approximation. The complicated effects of the motion of the core electrons of an atom are replaced with an effective potential. This approach uses effective potential term instead of a Coulombic potential term for the core electrons in the Schrödinger equation.

The pseudopotential is constructed in way that the atomic all-electron potential that describes the core states are eliminated and the valence electrons are described pseudo-wavefunction with significantly lower nodes, thus making the basis set used more practical. In this approach only the chemically balanced valence electrons are dealt with explicitly while the core electrons are assumed to be fixed, by considering them together with the nuclei (together as ion core). First-Principle pseudopotentials are derived from an atomic reference state, provided the pseudo-eigenstates and all electron eigenstates have the same energies and amplitude outside a core cut-off radius, $r_c$.

Pseudopotentials with large cut-off radius are softer, i.e. they converge more rapidly. These softer pseudopotentials are however less transferable meaning they are less accurate to reproduce the realistic features of ionic interactions in different environments.

Effective potentials are used in order to reduce the size of the basis set used, reducing the number of electrons and include all other effects. The most common types of pseudopotentials are norm-conserving pseudopotentials and ultra-soft pseudopotentials.
1.4.8.1 Norm-conserving Pseudopotentials

Norm-conserving pseudopotentials allow a basis-set with a significantly lower cut-off to be used to describe the electron wavefunctions. This allows a proper numerical convergence with reasonable computing resources. Norm-conserving pseudopotential is of the form [48]:

\[ \hat{V}(r) = \sum_l \sum_m |Y_{lm}\rangle V_{lm}(r) \langle Y_{lm}| \quad (43) \]

Where \(|Y_{lm}\rangle\) projects the one-particle wavefunction to the angular momentum labeled by \(\{l, m\}\). \(V_{lm}(r)\) is the pseudopotential that acts on the projected component. Different angular momentum states feel different potentials. Therefore, the norm-conserving pseudopotential is non-local.

Inside the cut-off radius, \(r_c\), the norm of each pseudo-wavefunction will be identical to its corresponding all-electron wavefunction [58]:

\[ \int_{r<r_c} d^3r \phi_{R,i}(\vec{r}) \phi_{R,j}(\vec{r}) = \int_{r<r_c} d^3\bar{\phi}_{R,i}(\vec{r}) \bar{\phi}_{R,j}(\vec{r}) \quad (44) \]

Where \(\phi_{R,i}\) & \(\phi_{R,j}\) are the all electron and pseudo reference states for the pseudopotential on atom R. All electron and pseudo-wavefunctions are identical outside cut-off radius, \(r_c\).

1.4.8.2 Ultra-soft Pseudopotentials

Ultra-soft pseudopotentials relax the norm-conserving constraint to reduce the necessary basis set size further at the expense of introducing a generalized eigenvalue problem. With the non-zero difference in norms we can now define [48]:

\[ q_{R,ij} = \langle \phi_{R,i} | \phi_{R,j} \rangle - \langle \bar{\phi}_{R,i} | \bar{\phi}_{R,j} \rangle \quad (45) \]
So, a normalized eigenstate of the pseudo-Hamiltonian obeys the generalized equation,

\[ \hat{H} \left| \psi_i \right\rangle = \varepsilon_i \hat{S} \left| \psi_i \right\rangle \] (46)

Where, the operator \( \hat{S} \) is defined as

\[ \hat{S} = 1 + \sum_{R,ij} |p_{R,i}q_{R,ij} \rangle \langle p_{R,ij}| \] (47)

Where, \( p_{R,i} \) are the projector that form dual basis with the pseudo reference states inside the cut-off radius, and zero outside.

\[ \langle p_{R,i} | \tilde{\phi}_{R,j} \rangle_{r < r_c} = \delta_{i,j} \] (48)

QuantumATK has a variety of norm-conserving pseudo potentials and ultra-soft pseudopotentials built into the tool. Having learnt about the basics of DFT that involves solving the standard one particle Schrödinger equation defined by Kohn-Sham equations that uses accurate and simple exchange correlation energy functionals, that includes all many body principle effects, we now dive into applying these DFT calculations on CdTe bulk structure using QuantumATK, in order to obtain structural and electronic properties of CdTe, which is the primary focus of this thesis.
CHAPTER 2: CALCULATING CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF CdTe USING QUANTUM ATK

2.1 Introduction to QuantumATK

QuantumATK (Atomistix Tool Kit) is an integrated set of atomic-scale modelling tools developed by professional software engineers in collaboration with academic researchers. The simulation engines included in the QuantumATK platform enable electronic-structure calculations using density functional theory. It has complete set of tools for atomistic simulations. The benefit of QuantumATK is its Graphical User Interface (GUI), called Virtual Nano Lab (VNL). It is simple and very user friendly. VNL can be used as GUI for other codes because we can import many kinds of filetypes and export them to use in other programs. QuantumATK can model the electronic properties of closed and open quantum systems within the framework of DFT. It uses numerical Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) basis sets. The key parameter in the self-consistent calculation of the Kohn-Sham equations is the density matrix, which defines electron density. For open systems, the tool uses non-equilibrium Green’s functions (NEGF’s) for calculating the density matrix and for the closed system the density matrix is calculated using diagonalization of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. The NEGF functions are suited when studying the interfaces, while diagonalization technique can be used for the atoms, molecules and crystal structures. The calculated electron density then sets up an effective potential, which is given by the Hartree, external and exchange-correlation potentials.

QuantumATK platform offers simulation engines covering entire range of atomic-scale simulation methods relevant to the semiconductor industry and material sciences in general. This platform provides a large suite of exchange-correlation functionals. LDA, GGA, MGGA and
Hybrid functionals are mainly supported by the tool. Also, ATK uses norm-conserving pseudopotentials to avoid explicit DFT calculations of core electrons and includes a database of pseudopotentials for all the elements in the periodic table. The default pseudopotentials in QuantumATK are SG15 and PseudoDojo [59]. We use SG15 pseudopotential type with GGA exchange-correlation functional (semi-local) and PseudoDojo with LDA exchange-correlation functional (local) in our process of calculating properties of CdTe. For Each pseudopotential QuantumATK generates an optimized LCAO basis set.

2.1.1 Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) Representation

QuantumATK uses the DFT-LCAO method for the numerical representation of the Kohn-Sham equations. In DFT-LCAO method, the single electron eigen functions, $\Psi_\alpha$, are expanded in a set of finite-range atomic-like basis functions $\phi_i$.

$$\Psi_\alpha(r) = \sum_i C_{\alpha i} \phi_i(r)$$  \hfill (49)

$C_{\alpha i}$ are the expansion coefficients that are determined by representing the Kohn-Sham equation as a matrix equation given below.

$$\Sigma_j H_{ij}^{KS} C_{\alpha j} = \epsilon_\alpha \Sigma_j S_{ij} C_{\alpha j}$$  \hfill (50)

$H_{ij}^{KS} = \langle \phi_i | H^{KS} | \phi_j \rangle$ is the Hamiltonian matrix, and $S_{ij} = \langle \phi_i | \phi_j \rangle$ is the overlap matrix. The matrices are represented by the integrals with respect to the electron coordinates. Two-center integrals are computed using one-dimensional radial integration employing a Fourier transform technique, while the multiple-center integrals are computed on a real-space grid [61].
Now, density matrix $D_{ij}$, is determined by diagonalization of Hamiltonian matrix in molecules and bulk systems.

$$D_{ij} = \Sigma \alpha C_{\alpha i}^* C_{\alpha j} \cdot f \left( \frac{\epsilon_{\alpha} - \epsilon_F}{k_B T} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (51)

Where $f$ is the Fermi-Dirac distribution of electrons over energy states, $\epsilon_F$ the Fermi energy, $T$ the electron temperature, $k_B$ the Boltzmann constant.

The electron density is given by,

$$n(r) = \Sigma_{ij} D_{ij} \phi_i(r) \phi_j(r)$$  \hspace{1cm} (52)

Using this electron density, we calculate the total energy of the system by solving the Kohn-Sham Schrödinger equation ($E[f(n)]$) [60].

2.1.2 Plane-Wave (PW) Representation

Bulk systems with periodic boundary conditions are simulated using the ATK-Planewave engine. The Kohn-Sham eigenfunctions are expanded in terms of Plane-wave basis functions.

$$\Psi_\alpha(r) = \Sigma_{|g|<g_{\text{max}}} C_\alpha g e^{ig \cdot r} \phi_i(r)$$  \hspace{1cm} (53)

Where $g$ are reciprocal lattice vectors. $g_{\text{max}}$ is the upper threshold for the reciprocal lattice vector length and in plane-wave expansion is determined by a kinetic energy cutoff, $E_{\text{cut}}$

$$\frac{\hbar^2 g_{\text{max}}^2}{2m} < E_{\text{cut}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (54)

The DFT-PW approach has distinct advantages and disadvantages compared to the DFT-LCAO approach. Using plane-wave expansion of Kohn-Sham eigenfunctions is computationally
efficient for small bulk systems. The obtained physical quantities can be systematically converged with respect to the basis set size by increasing the kinetic energy cutoff. However, the plane-wave representation is not computationally efficient for low-dimensional systems with large vacuum regions [60].

2.2 Methods used for Predicting the Crystal Structure for CdTe

We can perform DFT calculations, using QuantumATK, to calculate the crystal structure of CdTe. So, prior to calculating any structural properties, the interest was to see, what crystal structure does QuantumATK predicts for CdTe? The crystal structure of CdTe is already known from the experiment. However, in general we might not know the most stable state of CdTe crystal lattice. In this case the optimization procedure was repeated for, the Simple Cubic lattice (SC), Body Centered Cubic (BCC) and Face Centered Cubic (FCC) because the CdTe crystal is known to be a cubical structure from experiment [47]. This stable state was compared by calculating the total energy values around the experimental lattice parameter range (approx. 6.5Å). Also, this approach was done using two different exchange correlation functionals LDA and GGA.

In Quantum ATK, builder tool was used for constructing a desired crystal lattice configuration for CdTe. Initially, the SC geometry was constructed using the primitive lattice vectors represented as, $a_1 = a u_x$, $a_2 = a u_y$ & $a_3 = a u_z$, where $a$ is the lattice parameter. The Cd atom occupies the position at origin and the Te atom occupies $(\frac{1}{4}, \frac{1}{4}, \frac{1}{4})$. Similarly, the BCC geometry was built using the primitive lattice vectors $a_1 = \frac{1}{2} a (u_x + u_y - u_z)$, $a_2 = \frac{1}{2} a (-u_x + u_y + u_z)$ & $a_3 = \frac{1}{2} a (u_x - u_y + u_z)$ and repeated for FCC using primitive lattice
vectors \( a_1 = \frac{1}{2} a(u_x + u_y), \quad a_2 = \frac{1}{2} a(u_y + u_x), \quad a_3 = \frac{1}{2} a(u_x + u_z). \) Crystal structure optimizations were done for these crystals on ATK-DFT tool for using exchange correlation functionals (LDA, GGA) to see what structures they predict. The Cd atom has atomic number 48 and the electronic configuration \( 1s^2 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 3p^6 4s^2 3d^{10} 4p^6 5s^2 4d^{10}, \) and the Te atom has atomic number 52 with a configuration \( 1s^2 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 3p^6 4s^2 3d^{10} 4p^6 5s^2 4d^{10} 5p^4. \) The core electrons are assumed to be fixed to the nuclei of Cd and Te atoms respectively and their effects are taken into consideration using by pseudopotentials (PseudoDojo and SG15 in the calculations below). So, only valence electrons of Cd (\( 5s^2 4d^{10} \)) and valence electrons of Te (\( 4d^{10} 5p^4 \)) and the DFT calculations will only involve two nuclei and 26 electrons.

Figure 2.1: Primitive cells of possible CdTe crystal lattice compared, a) Simple Cubic b) BCC c) FCC.
2.2.1 Crystal lattice comparison using LDA

To apply ATK-DFT calculations on the structures to perform optimization procedure, firstly K points were varied by having the density mesh cut-off (in eV) at a default value. Once the number of K points are converged within the specified tolerance, $10^{-3} \text{eV}$ was used as tolerance, then the calculated K points were used to converge the density mesh cutoff. With both converged K points and density mesh cutoff values, the lattice parameter values were varied to plot the total energy (in eV) vs lattice parameter (in Å). The exchange and correlation functional was selected as LDA and pseudopotential was as PseudoDojo using the script generator in QuantumATK. This process is repeated for all the three crystal structures and the figure (2.2) shows the comparisons of the crystal structure using the ATK-DFT calculations with LDA functional. The Kohn-Sham wavefunctions were expanded using the LCAO basis set in LCAO calculator in the script generator.

QuantumATK uses python script to run these calculations. The log files were generated for each iteration. The resultant total energy values are obtained and compared to see the most stable structure. The crystal structure with least total energy is considered to be the most stable structure at its ground state.

2.2.2 Crystal lattice comparison using GGA

The number of K-points and density mesh cutoff were obtained in similar method used in the above section for all the three crystal structures under consideration (SC, BCC, FCC). However, the exchange and correlation functional was selected as GGA and pseudopotential was as PseudoDojo using the script generator in QuantumATK. The comparisons of the crystal
structure using the ATK-DFT calculations with GGA functional are shown in the figure (2.3). The Kohn-Sham wavefunctions were expanded using the LCAO basis set in LCAO calculator in the script generator. The log files were generated for each iteration. The resultant total energy values are obtained and compared to see the most stable structure. The crystal structure with least total energy is considered to be the most stable structure at its ground state. The values obtained by GGA vary with LDA because the exchange energy in the low density/high density gradient region is restricted by no fundamental physical condition, the exchange functional forms in these regions have been determined to improve the reproducibility’s of properties for CdTe.

2.3 Methods used for calculating lattice parameter of CdTe

To calculate the properties of CdTe at the surfaces using ATK-DFT, we need to find how ATK-DFT predicts the properties of CdTe bulk structure. Since typical crystal samples used in experiments contain billions of replicas of the basic crystal unit cell, it is advantageous to model the system as an infinite repetition of this periodic unit. Using this strategy, the Kohn-Sham equations were solved inside one periodic unit cell instead of dealing with a large crystal sample. The solutions within one unit cell is then matched to the equivalent solution on all other cells by imposing periodic boundary conditions. In the unit cell we expand the Kohn-Sham wavefunctions and the electron density using Fourier series.

At ambient conditions CdTe crystallizes into Zinc Blende, consisting of Face Centered Cubic (FCC) primitive lattice. The primitive lattice vectors are represented as, \( \mathbf{a}_1 = \frac{1}{2} a \mathbf{u}_x + \mathbf{u}_y \), \( \mathbf{a}_2 = \frac{1}{2} a \mathbf{u}_y + \mathbf{u}_z \), \( \mathbf{a}_3 = \frac{1}{2} a \mathbf{u}_x + \mathbf{u}_z \), with \( a \) the lattice parameter. The face centered cubic primitive cell consists of two atoms, one Cadmium (Cd) and one Tellurium (Te), at the positions
\( R_{Cd} = (0,0,0) \) & \( R_{Te} = \left( \frac{1}{4}, \frac{1}{4}, \frac{1}{4} \right) \) with Rhombic Dodecahedron geometry. All the other atoms are generated by translations of this basis using linear combination of the primitive lattice vectors. Since, the primitive lattice vectors and atomic coordinates of the basis depend solely on the lattice parameter, \( a \), the total potential energy will be function of this parameter. So, we can write the cohesive energy of CdTe as,

\[
E_c(a) = \frac{V_{tot}(a)}{M} - E_{Cd} - E_{Te} \tag{55}
\]

Where \( M \) is the total number of atoms in the crystal, \( \frac{V_{tot}(a)}{M} \) is the potential energy per CdTe atom, and \( E_{Cd}, E_{Te} \) are total energy of an isolated Cd and Te atoms respectively. Equation (55) gives the information on how stable the CdTe crystal structure is relative to the collection of isolated atoms. The cohesive energy reaches zero as the lattice parameter increases to larger values. The DFT calculations will only involve two nuclei and 26 electrons, as the effects of the core electrons are replaced using an effective potential or pseudopotential.

Firstly, the LDA exchange and correlation functional and PseudoDojo pseudopotential were used to calculate the lattice parameter for FCC crystal structure of CdTe using the script generator. K points were varied by having the density mesh cut-off (in eV) at a default value. Once the number of K points are converged within the specified tolerance, \( 10^{-3} \text{ eV} \) then the calculated K points were used to converge the density mesh cutoff. With both converged K points and density mesh cutoff values the lattice parameter values were varied to plot the total energy (in eV) vs lattice parameter (in Å). The exchange and correlation functional was selected as LDA and pseudopotential was as PseudoDojo using the script generator in QuantumATK. Figure (2.4) show the plots for the K points convergence and density mesh cutoff convergence using LDA and figure (2.5) show the plot for Total energy vs Lattice parameter, from which the lowest energy value and
the lattice parameter associated with it is calculated. These calculations were repeated using GGA and Meta-GGA exchange correlation functionals using SG15 pseudopotential. Table 2.1 shows the calculated lattice parameter values for CdTe using LDA, GGA, MGGA functionals and their comparisons with experimental value for lattice parameter of CdTe.

2.4 Results and Discussions

2.4.1 Crystal structure predicted

The crystal lattice with the least total energy value at the equilibrium is known to be the most stable form in its ground state. After performing the calculation using ATK-DFT it was observed that FCC crystal lattice was more stable, because the total energy is least for this lattice.

![Figure 2.2: Total Energy vs Lattice parameter using LDA functional to compare possible cubic structures for CdTe.](image)
Figure (2.5) shows the plot for Energy vs lattice parameter (in Å) using LDA and the Figure (2.7) shows the plot for Energy vs lattice parameter (in Å) using GGA. From the both the plots, it can be seen that the total energy values for the FCC lattice are the least.

![Lattice Parameters vs Total Energy Graph](image)

*Figure 2.3: Total Energy vs Lattice parameter using GGA functional to compare possible cubic structures for CdTe.*

The QuantumATK using LDA and GGA exchange correlation functionals correctly determines the preferred CdTe Zinc-blend structure. As we can also see from the plot the total energy tends to increase beyond lattice constant value 6.5 Å, which agrees the equation (55), which the total energy tends to approach zero for the CdTe system as the distance between the atoms is increased to the larger numbers.

If we look into the plots, the energy values obtained using LDA are close for all the crystal lattices. It is acceptable because the LDA functional uses just the local density as a functional of energy. So, the crystal lattices considered for CdTe have close local densities for the three crystals.
because of same number of nuclei and electrons used. While the energy values calculated using
the GGA have large difference among the SC, BCC and FCC crystal lattices because the GGA
functional consider the local density and the gradient of it in both low density and high density
regions. When other accurate exchange-correlation functionals are used we can see higher
differences in the values obtained. However, the trade-off those functionals is they have high
computational costs and times.

2.4.2 Lattice parameter obtained using different exchange-correlation
functionals

For the correctly predicted Zinc-blend structure of CdTe using QuantumATK, the next step
was to calculate the lattice parameter of CdTe using different exchange-correlation functionals and
compare the values obtained with the experimental value.

In the plot the total energy vs k-points, the total energy varies decreases greatly by
increasing the k-points. At certain number of k-points the change in energy is slow and the
difference between total energy values between two k points is less than the allowed tolerance. Therefore, the k-points are said to be converged. The calculations show that the k-points are well converged between points 9 and 10. The total energy value obtained at (10X10X10) sampling points is -2136.60810 eV and compared to the -2136.60802 eV at (9X9X9). The difference in the energy between these two sampling points is \(-8 \times 10^{-4}\) eV. The density mesh cutoff value convergence is calculated using (10X10X10) sampling points in the reciprocal space. The plot shows that the density mesh cutoff has converged between 2200 eV and 2300 eV. The total energy values calculated for density mesh cutoffs at 2200eV are -2136.60816 eV and at 2300 eV it is -2136.60816 eV where the difference is zero eV. The lattice parameter of CdTe is now calculated using these converged values for k-points and density mesh cutoffs (10X10X10 and 2300 eV).

![Lattice Constant vs Total Energy](image)

*Figure 2.5: Lattice constant Å vs total energy using LDA functional for CdTe FCC Structure.*

The plot in figure (2.5) shows that the total energy of the CdTe bulk structure (FCC crystal structure) is least in between 6.5 to 7 Å. Further investigation was done in between these two lattice
parameter values and the second plot in the figure (2.5) shows the total energy for that range. From the plot we can see that the ATK-DFT using LDA exchange-correlation functional the lattice parameter is 6.548 Å and the energy value at that point is -2136.61378 eV. The experimental value for the lattice parameter for CdTe bulk structure in FCC is 6.482 Å [73]. The calculated value of lattice parameter using LDA is only overpredicts it by 1.02%, which is an acceptable error percentage.

Similarly, the lattice parameter obtained using GGA exchange-correlation functional is discussed below.

![Figure 2.6: Convergence of K points (left) and density mesh cutoff (right) using GGA functional for CdTe FCC Structure.](image)

The k-points are converged between 12 and 13 points using GGA functional. The energy values at (13X13X13) and (12X12X12) are -7624.47342 eV and -7624.47336 eV respectively. The difference in the energy between these two sampling points is $-6 \times 10^{-4}$ eV which is less than the allowed tolerance. Using (13X13X13) sampling points the density mesh cutoff was converged between 2500eV and 2600 eV. The energy value at these cutoffs were -7624.46402 eV and
-7624.46413 eV respectively. The density mesh cutoff value of 2600 eV is used to calculate the lattice parameter.

All the y axis energy is dependent on the $V_n$ and $V_{xc}$ terms of the Kohn-Sham equations that vary with different exchange-correlation functionals and pseudopotentials used.

From the plot we can see that the ATK-DFT using GGA exchange-correlation functional the lattice parameter is 6.614 Å and the energy value at that point is -7624.49591 eV. When compared to the experimental value of the lattice parameter (6.482 Å) [73] the GGA functional overpredicts it by 2.18%, which is close but not better than LDA. The reason for this can be implicitly related to the density gradient in lower density and higher density regions used by the GGA functional.

Finally, the k-points are convergence using MGGA is calculated between 10 and 11 sampling points. The energy values at (10X10X10) and (11X11X11) are -7706.84260 eV and -7706.84260 eV respectively. The difference in the energy between these two sampling points is $-5\times10^{-4}$ eV which is less than the allowed tolerance. The density mesh cut for MGGA
calculations converge between 2700 eV and 2800 eV with energy values -7706.82631 eV and -7624.82631 eV respectively, where the difference in energy is zero eV. The density mesh cutoff value of 2800 eV is used to calculate the lattice parameter.

Figure 2.8: Convergence of K points (left) and density mesh cutoff (right) using MGGA functional for CdTe FCC Structure.

Figure 2.9: Lattice constant Å vs total energy using MGGA functional for CdTe FCC Structure.

From the figure (2.9) we can see that the ATK-DFT using MGGA exchange-correlation functional the lattice parameter is 6.477 Å and the energy value at that point is -7706.84072 eV. When compared to the experimental value of the lattice parameter (6.482 Å) [73] the lattice
parameter calculated using MGGA functional is smaller by 0.08%, which is very close compared to the three exchange-correlation functionals used and the errors of these margins are very likely accepted while computing crystal structure properties. Table 2.1 summarizes the comparison of the lattice parameter values calculated using different exchange-correlation functionals in this experiment using QuantumATK to the experimental values and the percentage of deviation to the experimental value is also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Used</th>
<th>Lattice Parameter in Å</th>
<th>Percentage Error %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>6.482</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>6.548</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGA</td>
<td>6.614</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGGA</td>
<td>6.477</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clearly MGGA calculates the lattice parameter close to the experimental value. This is because the MGGA includes the correction for the difference between kinetic energy of non-interacting electrons system and the kinetic energy of interacting electrons system which changes the total energy calculated and hence corrects the lattice parameter value. Whereas in GGA the difference in kinetic energy term is not included while LDA considers energy as the functional of local electron density alone. Therefore, LDA and GGA result in higher values of lattice parameter for CdTe compared to the experimental value resulting higher error percentages.
3.1 Calculating Band Structure in Crystals using DFT

If we rewrite the equations (42),

\[
\left[ -\frac{1}{2} \nabla^2 + V_{\text{total}}(r) \right] \phi_i(r) = \varepsilon_i \phi_i(r)
\]

\[V_{\text{total}}(r) = V_N(r) + V_H(r) + V_{xc}(r)\]

\(\phi_i(r)\) in these equations are the Kohn-Sham (KS), wavefunctions, \(\varepsilon_i\) the corresponding eigenvalues and \(V_{\text{total}}(r)\) is the effective potential experienced by the electrons [6]. This effective potential includes the nuclear contribution \(V_N\), Hartree term \(V_H\) and the exchange and correlation term \(V_{xc}\). The KS wavefunctions are used to build the electron density \(n(r)\). However, these wavefunctions and eigenvalues are very useful to interpret the complex experimental data.

DFT electronic total energy from equation (28) can be expressed as:

\[E = \sum_i f_i \varepsilon_i - [E_H + \int dr \ V_{xc}(r)n(r) - E_{xc}] \quad (56)\]

Where \(f_i = 1\) for the occupied KS states, and 0 for unoccupied states [6]. The sum of the energies of all the occupies KS states is referred to as the band structure energy (the first term in equation (56). The band structure term already contains twice the Hartree energy and exchange-correlation energies. Therefore, these terms must be subtracted as shown in the equation (56) to avoid double counting. Now taking the partial derivatives of the total energy with respect to the occupations \(f_i\), from equation (56)
\[ \frac{\partial E}{\partial f_i} = \varepsilon_i \]  

Equation (57) (derived originally by Janak [38]) implies that, in a system of \( N \) electrons with energy \( E_N \), if we add or remove one electron in the unoccupied state \( \phi_i \), the resulting total energy can be denoted \( E_{N+1,i} \). The change in total energy in this process is:

\[ E_{N+1,i} - E_N = \int_0^1 df_i \frac{\partial E}{\partial f_i} = \int_0^1 df_i \varepsilon_i \]  

However, in solids and large nano crystals, the number of electrons is so large that the change in density can be neglected. So, the equation (58) can be written as:

\[ E_{N+1,i} - E_N \approx \varepsilon_i \]  

This equation implies that, when one electron is added or removed to the solid, the total energy changes approximately by a value corresponding to the KS eigenvalue of the new electron. From this we can assume that each electron carries an energy corresponding to the eigenvalue of the KS state it occupies. To describe the eigenvalues and eigenstates in crystalline solid we use Bloch’s theorem, which state that the single-particle wavefunction in a crystal can be expressed as the product of a function periodic in a unit cell and a plane wave. This periodic function is called Bloch function. The electronic wave function in a crystal can be written as:

\[ \phi_i(r) = \phi_{ik}(r) = e^{ikr} u_{ik}(r) \]  

Where,

\[ u_{ik}(r + T) = u_{ik}(r), \quad & T = n_1a_1 + n_2a_2 + n_3a_3 \]  

\( i \), in the exponential term is a complex number, while \( i \) in \( \phi_{ik}(r) \) is the eigenstate index [6]. On substituting the wavefunctions with the expression from equation (60) in equation (42) and
multiplying the exponential term on both sides and performing the second order derivative on the equation obtained, we can get the result:

\[ \left[ -\frac{1}{2}(\nabla + ik)^2 + V_{\text{tot}}(r) \right] u_{ik}(r) = \varepsilon_{ik} u_{ik}(r) \] (62)

Equation (62) shows the KS equations for crystals and periodic part of the KS wavefunction is an eigenstate of a modified Hamiltonian.

\[ \hat{H}_k u_{ik} = \varepsilon_{ik} u_{ik} \] (63)

&

\[ \hat{H}_k = -\frac{1}{2}(\nabla + ik)^2 + V_{\text{tot}} \] (64)

A periodic model of a crystalline solid is infinitely extended, therefore, the function \( u_{ik}(r) \) id normalized inside one unit cell of the crystal [68].

\[ \int_{UC} |u_{ik}(r)|^2 dr = 1 \] (65)

This is important because, in order to study electrons in crystals, we need to solve Schrödinger equation only inside one crystalline unit cell and apply periodic boundary conditions. \( u_{ik}(r) \) determined in one unit cell is a replica of the function in any other crystal since it is periodic (equation (61)). This approach saves a lot of computational time and resources. The numerical solution for Schrödinger equation requires the description of \( u_{ik} \) on a discrete mesh of points forming one unit cell.

In a reciprocal space, the solutions for Hamiltonians \( \hat{H}_{k+G} \) (G is a reciprocal space vector), are simply duplicates of solution for \( \hat{H}_k \), and therefore, we can restrict the useful range of wavevectors k to the first Brillouin zone. This restriction will also avoid duplicate wavefunctions.
With the solutions for KS equations in crystal calculated, the electron density is constructed. The density can be calculated in the self-consistent method, by replacing $\phi_i(r)$ with $\phi_{ik}(r)$ and by taking summation over both indices, $i$ and wavevectors $k$.

$$n(r) = \Sigma_i \int \frac{dk}{BZ} f_{ik} |u_{ik}(r)|^2$$ (66)

The electron density is also periodic from equation (66) with a periodicity $u_{ik}$. Therefore, the electron density is same in every unit cell. The total KS potential can be calculated using this electron density from:

$$E = \Sigma_i \int \frac{dk}{BZ} f_{ik} \epsilon_i - [E_H + \int dr V_{xc}(r)n(r) - E_{xc}]$$ (67)

Each energy term in the equation is the energy per unit cell. The Hartree potential and exchange-correlation potential are completely determined by electron density, the ground state of the system is obtained by choosing the occupation numbers that fill the states, starting from the lowest energy states. The electron density adds up to the number of electrons per unit cell.

$$N = \int_{UC} n(r) = \int \frac{dk}{BZ} f_{ik}$$ (68)

The energy of highest occupied eigenstate at $T=0$ is referred to as Fermi-Energy level ($\epsilon_F$). The total energy, $E$, is minimized when every KS state below the Fermi level is occupied and every state above the Fermi level is empty. The Brillouin zone integral in electron density equation is evaluated numerically by considering a discrete mesh of wavevectors $k$, spanning the Brillouin zone. The size of the mesh depends on the size of the crystal.
3.2 Band Structure of CdTe

With the knowledge of how the band structures in crystals are calculated in DFT, QuantumATK tool was used to calculate the band gap for CdTe. Different exchange-correlation functionals like LDA, GGA, MGGA, HSE06 were used in the process. Also, for the band gap problem that occurs in DFT with LDA and GGA functionals, an attempt was made to solve the problems using DFT-1/2 corrections (LDA-1/2 and GGA-1/2) [62].

Initially, the unit cell of CdTe in its stable Zinc-blend (FCC) structure was constructed using the builder tool in QuantumATK.

![FCC unit cell built using Builder in QuantumATK.](image)

The band structure using LDA functional was calculated first using the experimental lattice constant value (6.482 Å). The k-points mesh of 10x10x10 and density mesh cutoff 2300eV were used in these calculations. These values were obtained using optimization methods to converge
the calculations within desired tolerance, described during structural calculations. After the end of
calculations using LDA functional the band gap of CdTe was analyzed using the band structure
analyzer. The band gap values obtained are as shown in figure (3.6)

![Figure 3.2: LabFloor of QuantumATK where the band structure of CdTe is analyzed.](image)

Now, the calculations are repeated for GGA and MGGA functionals using the k-points and
density mesh cutoff values obtained (converged) when the respective functionals were used. And
the band gaps obtained are shown in figures (3.8) and (3.10) respectively.

The HSE06 hybrid functional used in the calculations uses planewave basis set to expand
KS wavefunctions from which the density is calculated. The HSE06 hybrid functional extends
the PBE exchange correlational functional by mixing the Hartree-Fock exchange integral only
for the short-range part. This makes the Kohn–Sham energies of the independent electron model
link to those of the fully interacting electron one. The advantage of using QuantumATK is, we can also use plane wave basis set for the calculations. The HSE06 hybrid functional was applied using a planewave calculator. The k-points mesh, and wave function cutoff values used were 7x7x7 and 950 eV respectively. Note that the wave function cut off from the Hartree-Fock exchange term is used instead of density mesh cutoff on standard local and semi-local exchange-correlation functionals. The band gap for CdTe obtained using HSE06 hybrid functionals are shown in figure (3.12).

The band gap problem in DFT, can be solved using DFT-1/2 methods available in QuantumATK. It has low computational costs. To improve the LDA and GGA underestimations of the band gaps, LDA-1/2 and GGA-1/2 methods were employed. The aim of these methods is to remove the spurious electrostatic electron self-energy in the band structure calculations of CdTe (in crystals). This follows from Slater’s transition technique. This idea is extended to crystals by adding an atomic self-energy potential to the crystalline potential. This self-energy is defined as the difference between the KS atomic potential and the potential of a system lacking half electron charge (-1/2 e). In case of semiconductors, only the anionic self-energy potential is important, because the valence band, composed mostly of anion states, is more localized than the conduction band. Therefore, it is more disrupted by its large self-energy. Band gaps calculated using different exchange-correlation functionals are discussed in the following section.
Figure 3.3: LDA-1/2 exchange-correlation used to correct the band gap prediction by LDA.

Figure 3.4: GGA-1/2 exchange-correlation used to correct the band gap prediction by GGA.
3.3 Results and Discussions

3.3.1 Band gaps determined by LDA and GGA

The valence electrons (26) of the CdTe are considered in the crystalline unit cell. Figure (3.5) shows the $\varepsilon_{ik}$, versus, wavevector $k$, dispersion relations of CdTe. The first step in calculating the band gap is to determine the electron density, $n(r)$ and the associated KS potential, $V_{tot}(r)$, which will define the KS Hamiltonian. The wavevector, $k$, is swept across the first Brillouin zone and for each wave-vector, the KS Schrödinger equation is solved to determine the eigenvalues $\varepsilon_{ik}, i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots$. The electron density and the total potential are left unchanged while determining the eigenvalues. Therefore, this step is known as non-self-consistent calculation. Which means we calculate the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger equation with the effective potential value as a known term. When the discrete eigenvalues calculated for each wave-vector along the given path are joined together, a continuous dispersion plot emerges. The plot obtained with all the bands (occupied energy states) is called band structure.
The Kohn-Sham eigenvalues are plotted along the typical high-symmetry paths of the CdTe Brillouin zone. The curves inside the figure (3.5) indicates the occupied states and the green dotted lines represent the Fermi-Energy level. If the image is zoomed (highlighted green box) in the region, then we can see the energy difference between the conduction band minimum and valence band maximum i.e. the band gap value obtained using LDA.
The band gap value obtained using LDA exchange-correlation functional is 0.64 eV and it is clearly underestimated when compared to the experimental value of 1.5 eV [74]. Since the result obtained is unacceptable, the band structure calculations were performed again using GGA functional. The band gap value obtained using GGA functional was 0.89 eV. Though there was an increase in the band gap value using GGA, where the energy is considered a functional of local density and the gradient of density term is included, this value is still way below compared to the experimental value. The band structure and band gap obtained (using GGA) are shown in figures (3.7) and (3.8) respectively.
Figure 3.7: Electronic Band structure of CdTe obtained using GGA.

Figure 3.8: Band gap value obtained using GGA.
Table 3.1: Band gap comparison with experimental value for LDA & GGA functionals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Used</th>
<th>Band Gap eV</th>
<th>Percentage Error %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>1.5± 0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(average value from literature)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGA</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2 Band gaps determined by MGGA and HSE06

So far, the band gap calculated using the standard DFT functionals severely underestimates the value. However, QuantumATK offers more accurate functionals like MGGA, which considers the Laplacian density and Kinetic energy correction term over GGA, and HSE06 hybrid functional that include the mix of Hartree-Fock exchange integral with the GGA exchange-correlation terms.

Figure 3.9: Electronic Band structure of CdTe obtained using MGGA.
The MGGA increases the band gap of CdTe over the predicted band gap using GGA. But this value is still underestimated compared to the experimental value and it underestimate it by 24.2%. The band gap value, 1.56 eV obtained using HSE06 hybrid functional increases it significantly by predicting it close to the experimental value of 1.5 eV [74]. HSE06 hybrid functional, expands the KS eigenfunctions using a planewave basis set, which predicts the properties of the bulk systems more accurately. However, the trade of using the hybrid functionals are, higher computation times and costs compared to the LCAO approach.

Figure 3.10: Band gap value obtained using MGGA.
Figure 3.11: Electronic Band structure of CdTe obtained using HSE06.

Figure 3.12: Band gap value obtained using HSE06
Table 3.2: Band gap comparison with experimental value for MGGA & HSE06 functionals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Used</th>
<th>Band Gap eV</th>
<th>Percentage Error %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>1.5±0.01 (average value from literature)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGGA</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>24.2 (underpredicts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSE06</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>3.8 (overpredicts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.3 Band gaps determined by LDA-1/2 and GGA-1/2

By now we can observe that using more accurate exchange-correlation in QuantumATK, we can approach the experimental band gap of CdTe. Although, the MGGA functional still underestimates the band gap, it is a significant increase over the GGA. HSE06 overpredicts the band gap of CdTe by 3.8% (< 5%) which can be an acceptable value. However, the computational efficiencies are low compared to other functionals used. So, DFT-1/2 method was used to correct the band gaps for the CdTe, with high computational efficiencies. LDA-1/2 and GGA-1/2 functionals solve the band gap problem that is occurred in DFT using Slater half occupation techniques, where a self-energy correction term is used.
Figure 3.13: Electronic Band structure of CdTe obtained using LDA-1/2.

Figure 3.14: Band gap value obtained using LDA-1/2.
Figure 3.15: Electronic Band structure of CdTe obtained using GGA-1/2.

Figure 3.16: Band gap value obtained using GGA-1/2.
Table 3.3: Band gap comparison with experimental value for LDA-1/2 & GGA-1/2 functionals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Used</th>
<th>Band Gap eV</th>
<th>Percentage Error %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(average value from literature)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA-1/2</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGA-1/2</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The band gap value obtained by LDA-1/2 is 1.47 eV, which is 2% less than 1.5 eV [74]. The LDA-1/2 corrects the band gap remarkably. However, GGA-1/2 band gap value is 1.50 eV, which is a serious improvement over the 0.8859 eV predicted by GGA.

3.3.4 Summary of the result

Table 3.4: Summary of band gaps calculated using various exchange-correlation functionals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Used</th>
<th>Band Gap eV</th>
<th>Percentage Error %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(average value from literature)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGA</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGGA</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSE06</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA-1/2</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGA-1/2</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparing all the exchange-correlational functionals. The band gaps are improved and are closer to the experimental value of 1.5 eV [74], on using the more accurate exchange-correlation approximation term. Even though the DFT is a theory that describes the band structure for periodic crystals at 0K [6], the band gaps calculated for CdTe using DFT are compared to the experimental band gap value at room temperature in the literature [62][63][64][65][66][67][68][69][70][71][72]. Form the simulations in this study, LDA and GGA underpredicts the band gap. MGGA and HSE06 functionals predicts the band gap with greater accuracy because the approximations for exchange and correlation interactions in these functionals is more accurate. LDA-1/2 corrects the underestimated band gap of CdTe using LDA quite significantly, in QuantumATK, GGA-1/2 predicts the band gap of the CdTe crystal more accurately with just 0.02% error.
4.1 Calculations of structural properties of CdTe using QuantumATK

We demonstrated the density functional theory method to calculate the structural properties for CdTe bulk structure. Although using DFT to calculate the structural properties of CdTe is not new, the intention in this work was to use the QuantumATK tool to perform these calculations. To our knowledge, this is done for the first time. Before we perform the calculations to learn the properties of more complicated interfaces of multi-crystalline CdTe thin-film photovoltaics, we first tried to predict the properties of the bulk CdTe crystal using this tool. Firstly, the crystal structure of CdTe in its more stable state, was predicted as desired Zinc-blende structure (FCC) using QuantumATK. This was achieved by comparing the total energies of all possible cubic structures for CdTe. This is the first time to our knowledge, that a work has been done comparing all possible crystal structures of CdTe in order to obtain its most stable structure at equilibrium. QuantumATK has also done a good job in predicting the lattice parameter of the CdTe FCC structure. Different values for lattice constant were obtained using different exchange-correlation functionals, with MGGA being the most accurate. From our knowledge of exchange and correlation approximation available today, the accuracy of the calculated property of a material increases as the accuracy of the approximated term increases. This is clearly was demonstrated with different approximation functionals available in QuantumATK.
4.2 Calculations of the electrical properties of CdTe using QuantumATK

In this preliminary work, we have demonstrated the ability of QuantumATK to predict the band structure of bulk CdTe crystal. DFT when used with standard exchange-correlation approximations, underpredicts the experimental band gap values significantly. Clearly, this was demonstrated with the LDA and GGA approximations used in QuantumATK. The available MGGA and hybrid HSE06 functionals in QuantumATK were used and the band gaps values obtained were higher and closer to the experimental values. However, there was still notable deviations in predicted values from the experimental values. The underestimation of band gaps by DFT, which is most commonly known as band gap problem, was attempted to overcome using the LDA-1/2 and GGA-1/2 approximations. These approximations predicted the band gaps remarkably. GGA-1/2 in particular predicted the band gap of CdTe exceptionally close to the experiment value. Table 4.1 below, summarizes all the calculations performed using QuantumATK in this experiment. The table also compares the results to other data, regarding the properties of CdTe, calculated using different computational tools. All of the data in the references that were used in this comparison was obtained using VASP and Quantum Espresso computational tools.
Table 4.1: Comparison of calculated properties of CdTe in this study to other experimental data available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results From</th>
<th>Different Exchange Correlations Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applying Quantum ATK to DFT Calculations for CdTe</td>
<td>6.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band gap analysis of CdSe$_{1-x}$Te$_x$, where 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 using density functional theory (DFT) methods [62]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Structure &amp; Optical Properties of CdTe [63]</td>
<td>6.529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band Structure &amp; Optical Properties of CdTe&amp; CdSe&amp;Te [64]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdSe/CdTe Interface BG &amp; Band Offsets using Spin Orbital [65]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Structure of CdTe using GGA+U [66]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA/GGA Calculations: Dependence on U parameter [67]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abinitio calculations of CdSe/CdTe using LDA-1/2 [68]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicting Uncertainty of DFT Approx. properties of CdTe Crystals [69]</td>
<td>6.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural &amp; Electronic Properties of PbTe &amp; CdTe Interfaces [70]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomistic Simulations of Grain Boundaries in CdTe [71]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Case of ZnO on CdTe [72]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LP : Lattice Parameter in [Å]  
BG : Band Gap in [eV]

From our comparison to the data obtained from other experiments, which used different computational tools, we can conclude that QuantumATK predicts the structural and electrical properties of bulk CdTe very well.
4.3 Future work

In this study we limited the use of QuantumATK to calculate the properties of bulk CdTe. These results obtained, encourages us to extend QuantumATK tool to perform calculations to obtain properties of more complicated interfaces present in multi-crystalline CdTe photovoltaics. However, notable work has already been done on the CdTe/Te and MZO/CdTe interfaces and the future work will involve using QuantumATK for various applications like:

1.) The result will include the Chlorine and Tellurium dioxide passivation layers in one simulation to analyze their effect on band bending and,

2.) Varying the amounts of Magnesium on the MZO/CdTe interface.
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